Arg-14 loop of site 3 anemone toxins: effects of glycine replacement on toxin affinity.
Anthopleurin B (ApB) is a high-affinity sea anemone neurotoxin that interacts with voltage-sensitive sodium (Na(V)) channels, causing a delay in channel inactivation. The solution structures of all known anemone toxins having this activity include a poorly defined region encompassing ApB residues 8-17, which we call the Arg-14 loop. We propose that the inherent mobility of the Arg-14 loop is necessary for the toxins' ability to maintain a high-affinity channel complex throughout the continual conformational transitions experienced by the channel during its functional cycle. We have previously shown that Arg-12, located in this loop, and Leu-18, which is adjacent, are important for ApB activity. Here, we characterized the role of two glycines located within the loop (Gly-10 and Gly-15) and an additional glycine positioned immediately C-terminal to it (Gly-20). We used site-directed replacement by alanine to assess the functional contribution to toxin binding of each of these residues singly and in combination. Gly-20 was found to be an essential toxin folding determinant; Gly-10 and Gly-15 were important for determining toxin affinity. Compared to wild-type toxin, the G10A and G15A toxins displayed significantly higher K(D) values for both cardiac (Na(V)1.5) and neuronal (Na(V)1.2) channels, although both demonstrated greater isoform discrimination for Na(V)1.5 than did wild-type ApB. For both G10A and G15A, significant Na(V) isoform differences were evident for on- and off-rates, with the most dramatic effect of a single mutation being the 467-fold reduction in the on-rate for G10A binding to Na(V)1.2, suggestive of a more accommodating binding site on Na(V)1.5 as compared to Na(V)1.2. Because alanine replacement of glycines is known to be associated with reduced backbone freedom, these results suggest an essential role for Arg-14 loop flexibility in toxin function, although a direct steric effect of the mutant methyl group cannot be excluded.